We would like to draw the attention of readers to a method of marking the lateral margins of discrete skin lesions which is of particular value in lesions such as malignant melanomas or basal cell carcinomas. The normal skin at the periphery of the ellipse of skin surrounding the lesion is marked with the tip of a scalpel previously dipped in Indian ink or equivalent dye and the tip of the scalpel is then run around one half of the perimeter of the skin biopsy specimen as illustrated. There is a lack of independent professional advice for input at local unit level into these exercises. Such input needs to have the respect and confidence of users, purchasers, general managers and service providers. In the absence of such advisory machinery, management consultants and health economists are increasingly involved in such assessment of option appraisals, as Trusts are caught in the fervour of market testing. This trend of market testing may become widespread, particularly with the lack of financial dividends from the resource management initiative and the uncertain future of internal trading, both of which it was hoped would check the level of use of diagnostic and other services.
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There is nothing wrong with trying to assess whether a service is providing value for money. (Many would probably suggest that administration, information and finance departments are ideally suited for market testing.) However, sound advice needs to be made available, to ensure that standards of quality are upheld and input is maintained from users of the service as well as provider managers and purchasers. Otherwise, the loss of one clinical service may signal danger for other clinical services, whenever offsite provision is seen as a plausible and an attractive option. 
